How do I request an external tool be added to Canvas?

**Tell Me**

1. Make sure the tool has not already been approved or denied by reviewing the Canvas external tool [FAQ](#).
2. If the tool has not been reviewed, access the [Canvas External Tool Request Form](#) page.
3. Click the [Canvas External Tool Request Form](#) link.
4. Log in using your NinerNET credentials.
5. Fill out the form and click Submit.
6. You will be contacted by a member of the CTL team within 2 business days.

**Related FAQs**

- How do I find information about my University computer, like the computer name?
- How do I uninstall Firefox and install Firefox ESR on a University computer?
- How do I get access to the Banner Student module?
- How do I remove saved passwords from an Internet browser?
- What is the Teacher App in Canvas?